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quote

hunoer marrow deep to
hunaer
in all of us there is a hunaker

to know
knov
knok
inov

who we

are and where

we have come from

en
knowledge there is a bollow
hollow yearning
without this enriching
richina
matter what our attainments are there is still a vacuum an emptiness

true is
ii this statement of

no

till

and a wmot
oott disquieting loneliness
ont
now
ilow
how

mr

it

haley as

modlies to the present

day hawaiian ffamily not only of the native hawaiians but those of

heritaqes as the part hawaiians
multicultural heritages
a yearning among them to be

their

hawaiian heritage

there is

identified beside its

they want to trace their roots

to learn to

its history

and

names

know and

culture

a hunqer
hunder and

color or blood

to understand

the problem is that

herlt taqe
herit
aae and
herl
heri
heritaae
tabe
of the older generations are reluctant to share their heritage
genealogy with others for to them these records are sacred and are not
genealoqy
gqealoqy
some

to be revealed to anyone so this deprives the

of their ancestors therefore they

go about

young people a knowledge

searching their past

team
seeking not only to find their an
ancestors but to leam
learn
leaa what
a hawaiian

a must

if

they want to

it

Is to be

know whence

to them

they came from and the

pracki
ces of their forefathers
tradition culture and practi
practices
prior to the coming of captain cook to the hawaiian islands the

early hawaiian family functioned as the most practical of
economical educational

hawaiian identity in the present day hawaiian family
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it

thank you

an introduction to

their desire to

so will

pracucfis of their ancestors
learn more about the traditional oractjuz

IN THE

before I1 present

their pride in being hawaiian increases

of labor

unit

within the family there

taught
the young people were taliatkt
tauoht

by

a

socio

was a dj
vision
vislan
division

their elders

boys were

fishinq
taught the art of fisheno
fanning by observing
observinq the different
fishino and farming
phases and monthly seasons of the year

to carve to
taught to

do

wpayp
wpav
wdav

feather

moon

tp build grass huts and canoes

works and other

art crafts

the girls were

tapa
to beat upa
ura
tara for clothing and covering

to do fiber

work and ather
ther

handicrafts to raise and care of children the children
were taught personal clpanlinptn
clpanlinp
personal behavior and respect for the
elders sex education was a family responsibility marriage in the
family was not between two people

it

was a meromq
meroinq

of

two

families

marriage agreement between the young people was made by the parents
oa rents
oarent
barent
rent

it

became a abinding
binding

contract until death separate

them

the children

born to them sealed the relationship between the two families
wedding party and the

rejoicing

among

childs firstbirthday
first birthday

families and friends

luau hawaiian feast

A

it is

share their resources and work together
essence of the luau not the luau

timeon great
timeof

they gathered together for a

luau is a family activity

jcomingtogether
of the families
comin

was taught

was a

the

itself

it

beans
heans
means the

a time when the families
working together was the

the early hawaiian family

capus
to observe the religious rituals and ceremonial tapus

this religious discipline held the family together

when

the early

missionaries arrived and found the native
nive family practicing and observing
tapus
then
tapq they labeled them
thea pagans
tacq
their ancient rituals and capus
convert them to christianity this the natives accepted

and

tig
tue
this close knit tug
tle
that

set out to

the
thechristian
christian god and the written word the bible so great and so
simple was their faith
falth in the written word of god that they found in it
strength and comfort when his native land no longer was his but
their strenqth
merely a part of an

it

time
tine
tire of sorrow

their

was

the present day hawaiian family need

ancient hawaii

strife

and his

center and basis of its economic existence for
food and

gre
were
wre

its

shelter

immediate
inne diate

at

resources

it

hand

U
it received its nuturinq

came from
fro

determined the

it

it

was

part in

by blood

ncedt
niedt

and

the

of origin no matter
natter
cousins

ass

it

one may be

how many

of

a

offshoots

came from
fron

their cousins
or tutu

still

uncles

&

still

brothers and sisters
aunties

and

wrong

it

and

a

very important

another applies to

places an ijnoortant
inDor tant emphasis
indortant

of being responsible unselfish sensitive respectful

member

and permit problems to be

trtlon

prohlpn nlvino
alvino concept in
this prohlfnotn1vino

of the family

to set right what is

grievance
persons
evance illness mishap unexpected
in a case of a der
oer
sons orl
dersons
ori

death or being possessed by an evil

spirit the

head of the familv
famila

all the nuclear or immediate family or those
the problem are invite to this gathering where the

gather his ohana together

considered

most concerned with

problem Is discussed openly

terra
in the hawaiian term
tern
grandma

principle of helping one

qt tralition
anctent
the oncte
onate
ancient
ortlon was called hooponopono

the youngsters will call

their elders

unit of

tolerant

love for each

and where

collateral line of the loth or lith generation

Is defi
definedin
nedin the relationships chart today

of ohana they are

were

this

solved by reason and emotion in the hope of opening greater insight
insioht and
insiaht

same root
family of the same

it

loyalty plays

these attitudes transcend everything

the land and the sea which

marriage and adoption

support

both were

the ohana system heins give the

be born descendants
descendant

ohana and the

on the
conceot
checo
conceit
theco

eluded the close circlp
luded
included
circa
the ohana or extended family of yesterday inc
circl of
at

relatives related

yet to

the everyday activity of the family

provided everything

vitality of the family

and emotional

hawaiian a healthy sense of identity

they were
wre ruled by an absolute chief and

the land was its source of livelihood

spiritual

in

sense of his link between his ancestors
oming gods in the dim past
becoming
hec
ancestorshec

these are reflprted
reflected in their mythology legends religion and
raflected

liberal culture

and

gods

family he also had a clear knowledge of his ancestry and an emotional

inq that none could live or survive in a
exacting
tapus so exact
a priesthood and capus
most

instructional

its ancestral

the hawaiian had not only a sense of belonging to a suooort
luooortit

and

its identity in time of stress and bitterness this early
hawaiian family laveda
liveda life of the stone age not as savages but as people
of culture ingenuity and industry they had a high order of intellect and
family social system ohana

or

aumakua

the ohana

communication with the supernatural was a normal part of an ohana

maintain

imagination

one or the other

either

relatives were both earthly

looked upon for advice

bitter tears
to observe this spiritual practice to

comfort in times of

ohana today could mean

also include the immortals the

the bible was their solace in

alien sovereignty

the distant cousins indiratpd in the past

ohana meant a family claqrather
ciar rather than a nuclear or immediate
clar
clai

family

they accepted

among

or grandpa
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the

member

appears before the group and
appearsbefore

presents his problem

he speaks freely and openly about his feelings

particularly his anger

and resentment

ano
anoroach
aooroach
roach as
the adient
zncnt
anient practices used the discussion ado

to handle old quarrels and grudges

after the

problem

a

safety valve

is resolved the

result

foroive
foroi4e and receive him with love into the
ohana gather together to forgive

family circle

this

hooponopono has a

the hawaiian family

today

spiritual

dimension so

this is

vital to

a quote from dr

both within and

stresses

diverse populations within hawaii

among

and

Is a concept
moy
woy
may
way

conflicts

cultural heritage
in race relations

islands in

1820

and

the islands

we

all

that rich

person

time went on

therapy consists or is the

it
sum

total of

many

an answer to

kiji or
pilikian
pilikiji
pilikia
their pili

problems

if

hawaiian family for

Is a useful

is

now

of the hawaiian family are
called hawaiian hospitality

their elders for they are the source that the
roots but
their root

young

what most of them
then have

it is

very

much

todey
alive
slive today

and

for generations to

the young hawaiians or part
ns of today look forward to the
hawaiians
parthawaiians
hawaiian
hawaiia

possibility of
ness Is

spirit they
thisparticular
this particular thing great-

becoming polynesianhawaiian
polynesian hawaiian in body and

begin to sense as only hawaiians
Kawai
hawal ians
kawal
lans can sense

the problem Is a serious

by the person

many

way

farally
family

come

pne the family goes into fastino
mwber of the family
oeober
one
fastine and prayer and a zeober
111 interpret the scriptural passage selected
will

giving and sharinq
sharina whether food or

motivation forra
forc
forr to preserve the hawaiian identity in the present day

spiritual
soi
in time of trombla
toubl
soiritual
t oubl or in need of sol
troubla
ritual uplift search the scripture

for

this hosp-

of their ancestors physically morally and spiritually be a constant

today a hawaiian family

method to remedy and prevent family discord

wco
med
wolromed
romed
ned
mine you are wol
wroned
wro
ironed

the

not done is to structure their lives in such a ay that the influence

oarts prayer discussions
aarts

it

or family to family

people are trying to rediscover

this family psychological

contrition restitution forgiveness or being forgiven

4
warm and qene
oeneous
ous
aeneous
bene

through the wisdom of

chana
the present day hawaiian ohana

hoopopopono or
hooponopono

is

or their neighbors

the modern hawaiian family is accepting the viewpoints and operation

hooponapono as a whole
the hawaiian did not remember hooponopono

but only bits and pieces of

nrisof
dof

nop
nwe
ho noe
dor
nopdof
frisof
the family

observing this practice of what
observinq

they fett
felt that its prayers and rituals were addressed to pagan gods
then the total hooponopono was labeled paganism the natives discontinued
As

upon

of sharing implies that which is mine
nine is mine and
eine

companionship or concern and comfort always in
lnaa person person
ina

practice
thl
they phased out thi
this ancient Erac
tice of hooponopono

among

are shared only

itality expresses a

practices of hawaii which enable orderly chanqe
chance
when theearly
the early protestant missionaries came to the

pd
the practice only to be revi
devid
revid

ways

hawaiian way of sharina is what

such values

need to attend to

somewhat

their

sharing

may be joined with supportive ideas and ideas share among
and practices my

all populations within

identity is the concept of sharina
shavino
arino it
ane western and asian system of
erent from tne
different
diffprent

hawaiian
another concept of hawaii

the concept and process of hooponopono has provided and

exo
excloring
exoloring
toring
loring unresolved
be able to provide basis for exploring

set right what Is wrong the present
this spiritual theraov to preserve its

hooponopono to

hawaiian identity

kiyoshi ikeda chairman of the hawaiian studies program university of
hawaii

this Is

day hawaiian family needs

sor
problemsol
vina efforts are
solvino
sol vino
this problem

awourape
encouraged
riface
race relations in hawaii
encouraoedd in reface

the scriptural interpretation bring about satisfying

many a time

something intanqible
intangible yet powerful and enduring
something
soo

they are

linked to the ancients connected by inheritance to their appreciation

in trouble

meb
wet
web
of that
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it

Is to

be human
hman
hwan

comes
cones from many
this Is the foundation of the aloha spirit it conies
things among them all to care and truly care for the poor needy ana
an4

the
th unwanted

irrespective oftheir
of their ethnic background

caucasian or asian ancestry

be they

this concept of foster care or

many

cases are

of

hanai

they grow

household

lecak adoption is that
leca7
the difference between hanai or foster care and leoal
the child in the hawaiian tradition is not separated from his or her

nowhere today

still

adoption is

foster parents

very

this pattern of

encouraged

much

alive

among

hanai or

presented

foster

who we

essence for which seemed to be the assumption by parents of complete

offspring
offsorinq
is not their offsprinq

nowhere today

up

together as though they were of the

this is

attern
pattern
a common pa
ttern

are and whence

its

ethnic

their

in a hawaiian community
now

marked as

that

have

1I

concepts and practices of our forefathers to be
we came

now

identify ourselves

from

vast pacific ocean in the canoes

is the survival of the

same

is the survival of the old pattern of hanai so

a few

same

they learn to respect and love each other and

our ancestors were great and hardy seafaring
sea faring

parentchild
child relationship over a child
social rights and duties of the parent
which

these children live in the

ux hawaiians
Hawaii in
preserved by our family today tot
lot us
let

the

the hawaiian community

families have adopted children from

in the contemporary hawaiian practices of adoption

the relationship between the natural parents and child

it is

come
some
core

almost every racial group in hawaii
blood relationship

Is not terminated

record where hawaiians have adopted japanese

chinese or white children

fiinctionpri within the hawaiian family of yesterday
traditionally fijnctionpd
hanai or foster care is nearly equivalent to the term of legal adoption

natural parents

on

who

men

sailed the

the tradition of the hawaiian heri-

older patterns of hanai so marked as in the contemoorarv hawaiian

hawaii loa
hawaiiloa

nui or
beginning many many many centuries ago hawaii
hawaiinui
the legendary forefather of the hawaiian people was a noted

practices of adoption

fisherman

he and his men

tween mother and

herp fity
herod
herodity
heredity
herplity
lity
herd
ity

tage had

for the hanai system continued the links be-

child

and

retained for the child knowledge of his

logiste
logists

legal adoption outside the family breaks all ties with the

grounds

fbeling
weting or hanai means
at its best this stronq
strona traditional abeling
family support for the unwed mother and full acceptance of the child
ohana

11

hawaiian kupuna
grandfolks
folks feel so strongly that even a child of
kukuna or grand
unwed

parents should

adoption because

it

know

blots out the past

adopt feel the same
illegitimate
legitimate

A

they are at all not concerned

what they are worried about

parentage is concealed

hawaiian couple

there is

no

if

who

meteoro
meteors
mete0ro

of these fishing excursions

islands and

named one

best fishing

grounds

he

discovered these

he found these

of them hawaii

fishing

islands to

be

the

choicest above all the places he had travelled
on

the island for

some time and

stocked his canoes

kahikihonua kele

according to ancient tradition kahikihonua kele appeared to be a conti-

the child is

is taking a child

on one

with provisions and sailed back to his homeland

want to

astronomers

and navigators roamed the vast ocean in search of good

hawaii loa remained
hawaiiloa

his family background and object to legal

who among them were

nent

whose

Amerl
ameri cas
could this be the americas

of our ancestors

desire on the part of the hawaiian

of

parents to adopt only children of hawaiian blood
78

many

whence came hawaii
loa
hawaiiloa

the forefather

theories have
have been advanced by anthropologists

Hawaii ans
whence came the hawaiians

resemblance

POINTS OF

gods of the
and the war
wargods

god of the mexicans
wargod
the ancient war

the most popular and acceptable theory is that the native hawaiian

culture

derived from series of migrations of polynesian speaking

was

the

uth

the

no mention

of possible migrations

these anthropologists

and 12th generation

voyage of kon
kontiki
tiki from peru

from the americas

south america

made

the spectacular

tuamotus
amotus of the
tothe Tu

Hawa
hawaiians
hana lians had the same superstitions connected with them

law giving and enlightened gods
both lawgiving

to return
cook

that hardy people accidentally or purposely travelled from the

on the

when hawaii
loa
hawaiiloa

world to hawaii
them farmers
fan ners

hawaii

boat builders and

they brought with them

customs and practices closely

his family and his people

among

their families returned to settle in
their culture religion traditional

related to

some

of the hebrew customs

practices and also to those of ancient mexico in an article that
appeared in the pacific Conn
cont
dated september 15 1866
conmerical
connerical
advertiser
Con merical
adverjj
erical Adver
jj
the headline read similarities of old hawaii and ancient mexico
and

may I1

read some of the excerpts from this

may have come from
we

article that our ancestors

the americas

upon the heiau
aroundupon
looked aroun
arounddupon

resembled the platforms of the temples

sacrificial worship in ancient

mexico

temple

how much

the pyramids
now
how much

the structure

the plans of

loiple
laiple
the ancient hawaiian JP
moje
mfje

iaus the worship the sacrifices and the horrid gods resembled
lelaus
ic laus

theirs

then

we

thoughiof
thoughtof
thought
of the

many

which were common to both races
and we asked

can

this

peculia
peculiarities
peculiaritie
ritie s and superstitions

ans
hawaiians
the ancient aztec and the Hawaii

be a mere coincidence

superstitions hust
bust have had a

common

origin

these people these

attributes

same

south pacific demonstrated that no sensible anthropologist has denied
new

had

Quetzal
quetzalcoati
aztecs and the sons of the
coati of the toltees and azteca
the quetzalcoatl

people from central polynesia beginning abo
about
ut eighteen hundred years
ago during

the great in his wars
Kamehameha
of
the companions ofkamehameha

hawaiians

both went away with the promise

Hawa
ans
minded Hawaii
simpleminded
hawalians
hawaiians
and the simple
lians

believed that lono had returned

the arrival of captain

on

in the

same

faith that the aztec

Quetzal
quetzalcoati
coati
arrival of cortez believed that quetzalcoatl

their minor
their human sacrifices
most of

gods were

they were

similar in character

their

were the same

mode

first

had

returned

and

attributes

of featherwork
feather work

and of montezuma were

identical

and the cloaks of kamehameha the

alike

barbarous nations possessed the
semibarbarous
other barbarous or semi

art

no

was

same

the obsidian axes and adzes of the aztecs and hawaiians are the

same in

structure

cances
canoes of the maritime aztecs and tho
se of the
those
the can6es

their
points of dissimilarity

Hawa
hawalians
hawaiians
lians were similar in construction

identical

has few

feudal system

if

not

inferences
from

all these facts are

we

not led to infer that the

first

inhabitants of the hawaiian islands were of the ancient toltec or
aztec stock and that they emigrated from the coast of north america
subsequently

no doubt

there was an accession of population from

vest
polynesia malay and other regions to the west
operate in favor of the hypothesis
mexicans

do not

natural causes

the maritime colonies of the ancient

were to the east and north east of these islands

winds and ocean currents

the trade

set from that portion of the coast in this

direction near threefourths
three fourths of the year

the canoes of the ancient mexicans driven
would inevitably land on these islands

nia and northern

by

these winds and currents

driftwood from oregon

of

fron
the aztecs emigrated originally from

according to their traditions
some

california and oregon
probabilities are the

then taking either
elther point of migration

the hawaiian islands

same

which

existed

among them

may have

california

at

at the time of the

this
that

rose and walked

away

nei
stock of hawaii nel

it

facts as the

was from

and not from

us about 55 BC

hagoth
hagdth
haroth

a large ship and launched

it

a

forth into the west sea

it
4

the

and they

northward
drowned

first

ship did return and

also took

it

much

was never heard from

it

built

and entered

now
how

I cannot say

but

1

froma
from

the americas and

ohana or family kinship had

lehi and his family

left

jerusalem

its

beginning 600 BC

read the book of mormon which

forefathers are the descendants of lehi

this togetherness was
cui
the hawaiians survive when the cul
tyral
cultural

made

when

the foreigners introduced the

western culture and

with the abolishment of the tapu system the sanction of the economic

activity with influence of education the sanction of the use of the

that they were

hawaiian language in business

of the individuals

streams
into these stream

of the social

in schools and in

hawaiian islands

survived

and economic

it is

responsibility

shown

the uprooting

affairs of

the family togetherness
community

unit
the

together

tn
fn that stressing of sentiments of collective

and group

solidarity

nd the wider kinship group
and

western and
nd asian neighbors

80

homes

and family branches diminished the functional

intangible bonds of group loyalty that held a

ocean current known as the japanese current which passes the

ashert
asbert
bert like
albert
hert

this

later the asian culture this family spirit kept
alive the determination and tradition of ohana family togetherness

build other

the theory Is that these lost ships of

off course

this early

revolution rapidly took place

another ship with people and provisions sailed northward but

hagoth
haroth could have been blown

BC

are cousins to the inhabitants of the north south and central

the great strength that

him

people did enter into

was supposed

we

carm
cane
care
that our early forefathers came

58

family kinship shared freedom and togetherness

mormon

provisions and set out again to the land

they too were lost at sea

of

many more

man

know

Hawa lians
which the hawaiians
itans

came from

by the narrow

this

one of the

contains the history of the people living in the western hemisphere of

the book of

nephite builder of ships

neck of land which led into theland
the land northward

ships

when

the western coast of america

central polynesia

1I

america

shadows

Ha
Is evident from this article that the early hawaiians
wallans

central america

tells

of night descended we
primitive
pri
miti
with the deliberate conviction that the primiti
alti
crimiti

on these

onto the shores of hawaii

accurate and reliable this familys genealogy is

conquest
acting
reflecting
refle cting

drift

and oregon

es traced her genealogy to hawaii
hawalt
hawaiian families
loa
hawaiiloa
famili

the

peopled

commerce back and

woods and logs from the north coast of mexico
driftwoods
the japanese seas drift

of their earlier settlements extended to

probabL
ly
vest probably
horth dest
korth
the north

civilization
semicivilization
that semi

forth from north america to south america utilizing
the consistent flow of the japanese current glass ball floaters from
fro

califor-

frequently lodges against the hawaiian islands

mexico

the ancient people sailed their ships

pre columbus times
in the precolumbus
tines

set off

among

the members of the household

the hawaiians of today from

their

it

Is said that the hawaiians lack ambition

that his poor
to lack of intelligence or poverty

showing in the professions is not due

and

nost culture
such
characteristic of most
rapid
rapidl3
conflicts of outlook become more acute when culture is changing rapidly
part hawaiians
the hawaiian families of today the majority of whom are parthawaiians
between the young and old are

that is not

or to lack of opportunity but solely to general laziness

to the ethnologist the statement that the natives are lazy is merely

so

an expression of the cultural myopia

is that the

means

one submerges the other
a

work

when two

cultures

then the natives

come

habits of

robbed of

alien

the

new which

hawaiian in his

as industrious and able as his

culture

was

there is

ample evidence

subsistence farming and work

was

but small fields that could be worked by the kin group

satisfactory

method

incentive where labor might otherwise be arduous
works

pure native hawaiians
Hawaii ans

centuries ago

of

strenuous

merchant

ma riners

activity followed

ife

cowboy 1Itife
life

by

and the aloha

in

giving an

of

or on jobs that gives him
the present day

itality Is

still

proverbial

18

statistics there are

about 8000

or less today as to 30000 natives

two

the

last of the native hawaiians

maker taking along with him

his heritage

rev samuel bishop in discussing the causes of the decrease
made

this concluding statement

with all their

physically and morally

the hawaiian

aae
e
they
theyare
frailties themare

nanly cordial
they are danly

a

racee
noble rac

unselfish

should the hawaiian people leave no posterity

a very

lost to the world they have
been too kindly too friendly too trustful which virtues the
turt
zuri
struc
tun
structun
turi
foreigner took advantage of their hospitality the ohana are structure
structuri
sweet generous interesting race will be

has adapted himself in respect more closely to his american or
among whom

men

and generous

naturally the urban hawaiian

oriental neighbors rather than the rural hawaiian

1891

race Is worth saving

hawaiian family no longer subsist on fish and poi but upon the
na
national
ional food of other ethnic groups

as

spirit

of the hawaiian race

the modern hawaiian

period of relaxation

little

even as

the native hawaiians are on the decline and within

will have returned to his

fields to

cont
contruction
ruction
best and most regular at irregular occupations as contraction

workers

more

another four or five generations

kin neigh-

become wealthy

part hawaiians
after interviews parthawaiians

according to the bureau of vi
tai
tal
vitai
vital

own

the hawaiian planted his ground not great

ans
hawaiians
themselves not as cosmopolitans but as Hawaii

Hawaii ans
hawaiian blood explained their identification Is with the hawaiians

that the

bor and chief

cooperative

in interviews

to provide to

implement the various economic obligation to the household

work was a happy and

that they think of

is the

culture without being able

new

own

part hawaiians with native heritage
thousands upon thousands of these parthawaiians

native has often been

semi
assimilated
semiassimilated

the work incentives in his own

demanded

of different multicultural heritages caucasians asians polynesians
is the identification of
and other ethnic ances
ancestries
tries so great isthe

aversion to work is merely

to find potent incentive in the

culture

it

into contact and

general lack of adaptation to the pattern of the
an

all that

shortsightedness

psychology of one culture is being judged in terms of

value derived from another

of

interest
resl
difference of outlook difference of attitude conflict of inte

allow
nake contributions to the
cake
how everyone to make
to now

hosp81

good

of the

community
conri unity

aloha is

a

philosophical approach to living based on service rather

than exploitation

giving rather than taking selflessness rather than

selfishness conservation rather than wastefulness respect rather than
oppression loverather
love rather than hate

of his hawaiian heritage
the young people for

and

some kind

of

of steel

these insights prompt one to think

identity
a

there is a yearning today

among

unification that will bring the older

family together was religion
1819

the

prises

power

of the priesthood

no longer regarded as

came

sacred and

to an end

lost

much

people saw that the gods did not destroy
was a breaking

when they

arrived the following year

heathens to

christianity

of

its

who had

mot
mol
moi

supermacy
super macy

when

was

who came

an

served as advisers to the king and laid

others to carry various business entereagerly intermarried

own women

diseases are slowly

the hawaiian family today are living in

new emerges

requires

at

economic

climate

employment and
new way

hand and was

quite clearly that

still persist

skill

this

new economic

if

it

of I1lifework
ife work
life
tife

life is

they want to survive

Is no longer a subsis-

their source of livelihood that they

and

many

A

to

much
ouch
euch

persuasion with child
like natives
childlike

that

when

the traders took

lacked sale resistances

sandal wood
their products their sandalwood
therewas
there was a sudden change that the people

move

of the traditional values of hawaiian culture

figure importantly in life today
common

was permanently forbidden

never held

title

ta
him
to trespass
for
hie
his t6
forhis

simple
in fee simpie

he

understanding of the value of kind of property

advance in
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people were free

about the land except during the tapu days on certain lands

commoners
coroooners

food

needed

study of themodern
the modern hawaiian reveals

feudai days the Makaa
inana
makaainana
t4akaainana
leana or the
in the feudal

of these were unscrupulous in their dealings others just used too

machine
achane age
the achine

unsuited clothing

and the ravages of foreign

and the plants for medical use

taught the

their women
IN
f
C
inf
caf
living in the stone ageface to face with persons well in

it

immediate

some

and

concentration

tence economy where in the past the resources from land and sea were

to convert the

traders played an important part in bringing about changes in hawaii

their lands

change of habits

Hawaii ans which has survived the impact
thus the hawaiians

women

they must adopt this

com merical development that the
the foundation for agricultural and commerical

their

made

moans
roans cloth could
mans
the white roams

and often times

not having with them their

entirely different

money

these missionaries not only exerted a great

who

better

great number of foreigners from other countries

the plantation

declines and the

the

and

1820

has something

todays hawaiian culture is
blood in dilution
losing its hawaiian mood
constructed on an entirely new type of foundation as the old culture

tapus there
the capus

moral influence but reduced the language to writing
Ha
hawaiians
to read and write
wallans

or sacred king

came a

of foreign civilization

restrictions the field
for the protestant missionaries

of the hated prohibitions

was wide opened and a ready welcome

the

who

on

with hawaiian

the old religion was overthrown and the tapu system was abolished
&

to work

some

in

kamehameha 1I

cities subjection

man

when

so much less exertion

finally there

the discipline which held the

following the death of

the white

food and drinks hastened the decline of the native people

songs
been mentioned previously

when

bother pound out tapa

at

in large urban

cause for identification other than color dancing the hula or singing

it has

why

be purchased

and the younger generation together and give the young people some

As

stone adzes

why make

the hawaiian

therefore had

real property

no

before the great kahele of 1848
the

alii

the land belonged to the kings and

as leaders of the community

rights to live

on a piece

of land

and

the

common

to use

it

people

didnt

know

their rights

in 1846

uninformed

owned

government

all the land because the

types of claims

beset

titles

by documents and

verbal assignment of land by a king or chief
produced to

testify to the assignment

of the land

by the

upon payment to kingdom

metes and bounds survey

a

treasury of

third of the lands value

on a

witnesses were usually

hawaii

monarch in 1893

awarded

and public lands

it was

men

the

the natives were unprepared to deal with land
by the closing

of the 19th century

it

then

came

the overthrow of the hawaiian

destroyed the kingdom of hawaii by a revolution
1893

took from the hawaiian people

several years ago

a humble

their nation

taxi driver

Ms

louise

rice because of her intense personal experiences with reading the

the chiefs became

hawaiis story

another third

ALOHA

memoirs

of the late queen Liliu
okalani
liliuokalani
lllluokalani

aboriginal land of hawaiian ancestry

of the illegal overthrow of the

of the four million
lion acres less than 30000 acres were
nil
all ilon
ali
to the native tenants

when

the revolution of

vergent and nearly one third was kept as crown land by
government
went to the go
verment
the king

the white

managed by

of the 19th century by the american
resulted in the subdividing of land titles in

hands of the white men

kahele of 1848 led to the end of
the great mahele

fee simple owners of more than one third of the land

their lands taken into

first half

settlers

at the time

saw

ownership and control of the best agricultural land shifted into the

claimant must also pay and provide a

the concentration of ownership continued

of the large estates

in terms of buying and selling

cash commutation usually equally

although

by some

and european

claimant could obtain a royal grant
a

the native owners gradually

pressure during the

also to the continuous use

the feudal system that existed in the islands
abolished

control

claimant or his heirs up to the time of the claim

with a land commission award
a

and

those based

thee unscrupulous dealings of the foreigners debts and
th

by

mortgages

land commissioners worked with two

those supported

kahele of 1848 foreigners bought
after the great mahele
lands at moderate prices even some of the missionaries

found land speculating was compatible with the spreading of the gospel

and gave consent unknowingly and

they were authorized to occupy

ans the ideas of private pro
to the native Hawaii
hawaiians

perty was alien

labor or service

the board of commissioners to quiet land

an end the ancient system of land tenure in the

kingdom of hawaii

established to check into claims of private individuals for lands

was

to

people were granted

provided each paid

the tax which in those days were either products

att
the hawaiian crown and the aliis
alt
ati is nearly

this brought to

monarchy

organized

the sad accounts

stirred this

young hawaiian

JJ
LA

effort to begin anew the search for justice
the aloha association filed their grievances with the executive branch
of the federal government who with the support of senator daniel K
inouye of hawaii investigated the claim of the illegal overthrow of
the monarchy and the illegal possession of the public lands or the
mother into a determined

these tracts of land awarded to the

native tenants consisted chiefly of taro land and were considered the
more
bore valuable lands in the islands this completed the kahele or
government
govea
nt lands
division of land of the islands into crown land and goveg

83

ow 1Ilands
crown
ands

the reports of the contemporaries investigations conducted by the

the

new

consciousness of being

a hawaiian

did not really have an

executive branch of the federal government of the circumstances leading

impact in the hawaiian community until the 1960s

to the overthrow of the hawaiian monarchy clearly

heightened the hawaiians sense of identification with history and

of dominion and sovereignty over the hawaiians

show

that the taking

was wholly

without honor

fairness or justice and in violation of both international and domestic
law

of the united states

with these reports or findings

the aloha

association pressed for reparation the correcting of a wrong that has
created profound distress to the native hawaiian people for a long
number

ror
tor
for

of years

some

it

meeked the reparation of the crown lands or payment
seeked

sort of obligation to repair or to redress for

to the native hawaiian people

in

1977

damage
age done
danage
dad
dan

senator daniel inouye introduced

con
joint resolution calling for the establishing of a com
commission
conmission
mission
claims
ot the native hawaiian maims
maies and to make
to study the question of
dales

their rights

its

research

several hearings were

rs of the united
held in hawaii on the resolution by members

states

house

this bill passed the senate twice but
unfortunately failed in the house this bill Is still active why
speak of reparation because those who can trace their hawaiian
identity prior to the coming of captain cook in 1776 will be
recipients of the benefits of the hawaii reparation if the united
states government recognizes the truths that it had illegally possessed
of representatives and senate

these public lands and

made

just reparations

unrecent
in recent years Is perhaps the
the resurgence of hawaiian culture inrecent
most
wost
nost

exciting chapter in the present day hawaiian cultural history

although

to hawaii

in the past

two

centuries after the arrival of foreigners

the cultural activities

dog
dow almost to a total decline

and

ideas of ancient hawaii slowed

and extinction

off the native culture

had the

mori
making hawaiians morv
more conscious

effect of

and grievances

that

of

have actually erupted into several

at the
same time
self respect and faith
tibe hawaiians gained a greater sense of selfrespect
tine
Hawaii anness
in their hawaiianness
the reawakening of the 70s so different in
centurys
century
impact from anything in the past centuryis
Is as much spiritual as it Is
demonstrations and protests which began in the early 1970s

a cultural re
birth
rebirth

there

was a

revitalization of the arts

spoken

language and hawaiian culture

a senate

recxv
rec xv ndations on the basis of
reconnendations

it also

culture

its effect

the most fundamental part of any resurgence is the language

especially the hawaiian language

not too long ago the hawaiian

age could have been affirmed
langu
language

today

their

it

Is

much

mat
that
oat

it

was a dying

grand folks
alive the
kukunas grandfolks
th e kupunas

mother tongue

of

non
hawaiian ancestry
nonhawaiian

which 1I do

language

still

converse in

the young hawaiians and those of

of the present day generation are interested in

learning hawaiian

to learn the language several private
hawaiian

even kamehameha schools

those of hawaiian ancestry

who

at

and

public schools teach

an educational

institution for

one time did not proscribe teaching

of the hawaiian language but punished any student who were caught
speaking the language english had great prestige and all concentrated
on

it to

the exclusion of the hawaiian

of the hawaiian language

was

the reaction against the use

great that anyone heard speaking the

eang
rang
language was branded an Igno
ignorant
ignotant
icnorant
tant fool

A

corwon
coman
coran

theme running through

all of these efforts to preserve

the difference between the younger and older generation is really

and

strengthen the hawaiian ideals and traditions is a need to research and

one of outlook

study the past

not interest the young

kup unas especially wellknown
not only librarians but kupunas
well known
kukunas

authorities are constantly sought out

its

could be a better teacher of

about
bout

hawaiian heritage than our kupunas
kukunas

of her people to

be beaten

to near extinction

by

strangers

which

their

a grandmother

our culture is
gone

what

is

did you earn

this

no

longer ours

coming

is

or is

it

Hawaii ans
for the hawaiians

a renewal

of what

was

yY ou

still

is

are the ones of

ledge

future
past is

use
my

no

meaning
leaning and

sustain

it

with wisdom

wisely

in you

grandchild

make

longer here

feeling

them who

make

you

most

of all you have so

those of today and tomorrow

your

own

the renewal which was

are your brothers keeper

are
ire not as fortunate as

you

their sense of identity and
they are
for those who feel that theyare
themare

own

this

land

added

worth
feeling of self
selfworth
on

the other hand

self but of others as well

no doubt

the hawaiian

renaissance will continue to have an impact on the social and political
ans
consciousness of the Hawaii
hawaiians
and

much know-

lie the

present and the future

hawaii

has reinforced

the pangs of alienation and hostility

not only of ones

that you have love for your enemies and not hate or bitterness
for what is past is gone before you show your anger show under-

it

at the university of

such feelings also lead to a greater awareness and high expectation

show them

standing and back

strangers in their

may soothe

for that belongs to you

today use the wisdoms of your kupuna
kukuna

it

boosted their pride in themselves

because you are a hawaiian

what was real with deep meaning

are just as

and other community colleges

to a grandchild

it

rate the

as they are differing in outlook and what they think are

recognized as a legitimate academic program

grandchild
granchild
Gran
child you are asking or fighting for something that is not

yours any more

young people

any

the

with all interests and pressure hawaiian studies have come to be

although our kupunas
kukunas hesitate to speak about the

of

a counsel

that the

it

worth fighting for

past they will talk with their grandchildren about the future
Is

much hawaiian

at

ans
hawaiians
talk about rehabilitating the Hawaii

kupunas
kukunas are now beginning to think

the

kupunas
kukunas know too well the pain and sorrow to be alienated from
and land

while the kupunas
kukunas have always been fighting for

kupunas
kukunas will

culture

from the humiliation of allowing the

the old people live in the days of the past

the young hawaiians are skeptical about the futures of the

Hawaii ans
hawaiians

their roots their heritage for they recalled events in

their ancestors suffered

roots

sort

they will not want to talk

of the culture of the past

some

in causes that really do

up

fashioned
oldfashioned
they are keenly interested in politics and religion of an old

who

for they lived in the past think in the past and

grand
grandfolks
folks

practiced

the opio young people

by

the old folks are rapped

activist supporters tend to

well educated

for the

articulate

it

is

a young movement

anse
ans
Hawaii
be young hawaiianse
hawaiians

and confident

they are bright

they represent a

generation infused with purpose and sense of perpetuating

with deep

hawaiian heritage and

support and

are
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identity

its leadership
new

their

the family of today must cherish and work hard to preserve Us
its
ddn
den ti ty atany
abany
at any cost
identity

rust
rusf

of the people of hawaii

it

to be a hawaiian is to learn

how

backbone
way

the tradition of ohana family togetherness

to

ry
and bigot
bigotry

be a hawaiian

Is

ika pono the

the hawaiian ohana is the

to the y ounger generation

be passed

hau
the motto of the state of hawaii which is ua mau

good

to live
tolive

and

strangers hawaiivi11
hawaii will
wiil

act hawaiian
hawaiian to

wal
wai
oham
aloha

1

kupqna
p preci ate the traditions and practices of his kupuna
aappreciate
kuruna and pass them
premiate
preciate
down

ng
tiati
tuating
5

ness

its culture

moral and
t

and

histories

spiritual re
birth of and
rebirth

J
intended
extended
iitended
tended family

ii

where

characteristics

and

together as
live togetheras

some have

traits of

and freely

an ohana

they have learned to
theyhave

nelp to care to share and to give the hawaiian
keip
heip
kelp
help

way

generously

iy have learned hawaiian artcrafts
they
the
th ay
art crafts handicrafts
ohe
handicraftsthe
the

ancient chants and dances

andipirit
and
spirit for

they have

and greed will
wiil
wili
lust andgreedwill

a

traits of

the priceless word
dissensions and hatreds

they will foster preferences

survival of the

fittest

for this

poverty and crime will be prevalent every-

places
breed dishonesty in high placesand
and so
placesand

ALOHA

taken upon themselves the

Hawaii
anness
hawaiianness

is

thejast
the last of
the hawaiians leave this earth he will take along
orthe
thelast
mid
ahe noble traits and
with him the
uld attributes of their forefathers
the
day hawaiian family isfully
present dayflawatian
is fully aware of its heritage and will
way
everyyaway
way
nay to preserve its hawaiian identity alid
endeavor in evev
arid
and appreciate
evet
tAje
hawaiian
heritage
take
llan heri
tian
ilan
its Hawa

its hawaiian
nty
be a part of hawaii its physical
alp
physic
fly
the preservation of its identity

have learned to

will be

groups

when

they have learned to appreciate the traditions

culture of old hawaii

it

hables the japanese chinese
the haoles

generations
of
generationsof
these adopted children of hawaii of the 2nd and 3rd generationsof

different ethnic heritage
and
nd

and

longer be hawaii

different racial

island will be too small

somedegree
degree or another wants to share in
in some

home

nno

role in preserving and perpe-

filipino and others who have no hawaiian ancestry but for one reason
p
anoche
or another
another have come to identify themselves culturally psychologically
anyone who claims or wants hawaii
Hawaii anness
and spi
spiritually
ritua liy with hawaiianness
ritualiy
ritually
to be

among

and discriminations

hawaiian culture and ideals

represents the noble ideals and

or aloha spirit will belong to the past
0ast
bast

will arise
trise

to his loved ones

non
hawa
i ians
hawaiians
nonhawaiians
lans have always played a

it

aina

arid shouldatbe
and
trampled under the feet of
hawaii ardd
should ibbe
itbe desecrated and tra6pledunder

the hawaiian

1

the land is preserved in righteousness

Hawaii ans
sacred to the hawaiians

to live in this world of greed

is to think

spirit of

ka ea oka

all in all they are hawaiians in heart
the aloha spirit and hawaiian hospitality
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